Senior-Primary School Newsletter—Term 4—2021

Dear Alamanda Parents and Families
Congratulations to team Alamanda we are back
to normal with all students on site on
Wednesday, 3rd November 2021 ….. more
information to arrive over the next week. Let us
celebrate every joyful moment .
This of course comes with mixed emotions and
we are all managing this new horizon to our
best ability albeit an unmapped course . To this
point please keep any unwell children at home,
this is not the time for assuming. Our nurses
sent home an asthma / hay fever information
leaflet for you and all families have the ability to
have your local medical professional complete
the allergy form . This would be very helpful.

STAY SAFE
KEEP THE CHILDREN AT HOME IF
POSSIBLE.

SO I CAN KEEP ADULTS AT HOME.
KEEP OUR COMMUNITY SAFE.
WE CAN BEAT THIS TOGETHER

ALAMANDA COMMUNITY
FIGHTING THE VIRUS DOWN
TOGETHER.

The first week back for our Year Prep, Year 1/2
5/6 and Year 7 was very successful and both
students and teachers are delighted to be
reconnected in person. Nature walks or activity
walks are back on the daily agenda …
rebuilding resilience and stamina and of course,
casual chatting is the easiest way to reconnect
and rebuild relationships.
Teachers also road tested our new outside
activity mats and these proved highly
successful. Many thanks to the art team who
knew about these mats and enlightened us.
My staff are busy writing end of Term 2 reports.
These will be difficult to write for some children
as online learning proved too challenging and of
course, we know this model did not suit all
families. Let us focus on the new year as we
are assured there will be fewer school look
downs as we become accustomed to living with
this virus. The reports will be varied and reflect
the students experience in this last long
lockdown. A point in history not a defining
moment in learning . Parents please understand
the conditions of learning in this last semester

WHOLE SCHOOL CURRICULUM DAY (Report Writing Day)
MONDAY, 1ST NOVEMBER 2021

and be delighted with the end of semester report because your child managed themselves to the best of their
capacity .
We are currently busily creating new spaces for next year and hiring new staff . As always some staff will
choose to move to find new life adventures and we wish them the best but of course we will miss them.
Niki Sylaidos
Leading Teacher
Special Needs Education
Support—Prep/yrs 5-6

Many thanks to all families who are following our pick up and drop off routines to the best of their ability. By
the end of this week all students will have returned to school and we can reinstate our previous study hall and
after school supervision arrangements, please bare with us for one more week.
I leave you with some lovely pictures of children enjoying the first week back.
As always if you have concerns please phone the office and ask to speak to me. I am always very happy to
chat with parents even if I cannot resolve every issue.
I anticipate each week will be filled with magic moments and some challenges. As long as we have confidence
and trust in each other we can work through any areas of concern .
As always
Kindest regards

Kate Crimmins
PLC Leader -Year 4
Special Needs Education
Support—Yrs 1-2/3-4

Dare to be wise, as wisdom is very much needed in this moment in history .

Lyn Jobson
Principal

Sarah O’Connor
Leading Teacher/Learning
Specialist
Year 9
Special Needs Education
Support—Yrs 7-9

Joanne Large
Primary Specialist
A/Leading Teacher/
Learning Specialist

Kyra Cook
HendryVic 3030 Matthew Cramp
Address—86-100 Alamanda Blvd (PO Box 6606) Point
Telephone—(03) 8376 5200
Primary PE
Primary Art
Email—alamanda.k9@education.vic.gov.au

Rida Su (Jing)
Primary LOTE
Professional Learning Community Leaders

Kelly Baillie
Special Education
Co-ord Support

Ramyani Dutta
Special Education
Co-ord Support

Prep

Georgia Bell
Acting Assistant Principal

Dear Parents, Families and Prep students
I write this newsletter on a Sunday afternoon, where

whenever and we are adapting back to our set
recess and lunch breaks!

we have heard some rather pleasing news about

We understand that in the community, with joy

restrictions easing moving forward, which also

sometimes comes feelings of being anxious or

impacts our return to school. We cannot wait to have

worried. Please feel free to contact me or drop me an

our school community back!

email if you would like to chat. The College has put in

Our first 3 days of school for the Prep students was
super exciting (and also exhausting for teachers and
students alike) and we were absolutely delighted to
see each other, chat and learn to be collaborative
again. The ‘vibe’ within ‘The Burrow’ was absolutely
wonderful, it was fantastic to be able to walk around
and greet students, to sit down and chat and join in
on class discussions. I had many little visitors pop
into my office throughout the day to share their work
and it simply warmed my heart. I have attached
some photos from our first few days back at school, I
hope you find them as joyful as I do. The Prep
students have been asked to bring extra fruit and
veggies to school to fuel our minds - one luxury of
home learning was that students could snack

Suzie Matthies
Joanne Foster
Lachlan Moore
Professional Learning Community Leaders

many measures to ensure our return to school is a
successful one. We ask that all Prep students are
kept home if they are unwell, we understand that
being back at school is incredibly exciting, however

we need to be extra vigilant, especially in the large
learning community of ‘The Burrow’.

Another

strategy we are implementing is the use of outdoor
spaces for play and learning. The Art team has
purchased every pod with outdoor mats, where we
will be going outside for games, learning and also to
just socialise and be together. We have had classes
outdoors this week and for this reason we are asking
for parents to make sure they have packed a school
hat.
Please be mindful of your child’s pickup and drop off

Kat Oikawa

time, based on their surname. If you have any questions or
concerns, please do not hesitate to reach out to me. We want to
support our families with this process to ensure a successful
transition back to school.

Summer Uniform Term 4
As the summer weather heats up, we are encouraging our
students to be in their summer uniform. As mentioned in
previous newsletters, we are supporting parents during this time
of year by allowing students to wear whatever uniform they feel

Fairy Park - Cancelled

comfortable in. We do not want our parents having to fork out

Last week we made the very difficult decision to cancel Fairy

students to bring their hats as lots of outdoor play will be

Park for 2021. This was not taken lightly and many factors were

occurring in Term 4!

extra money to see out the year. We do however, need all our

considered. The office is now coordinating next steps to ensure
families are refunded.

Georgia Bell
Acting Assistant Principal - on behalf of the Prep Team
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Years 1 & 2
Welcome back onsite

Congratulations to the Powell family
We

would

like

to

share Mr and Mrs
Powell’s
news

Helen Welsh
Assistant Principal

of

exciting
the

safe

arrival of their son
Frederick

Powell,

Bennett

born

on

October 11. I am sure
the

children

and

parents of 1I will be
pleased to see the
photograph of their baby.
Ellin Tideswell
A/Assistant Principal

We are so pleased to be able to report that the
children attending onsite on Thursday and Friday
returned with nervous excitement and seemed very
happy to be back in the classroom. Each time we

have returned to onsite learning there has been a lot
of nervousness – a little like starting a new school
year. The children wonder if their friends will still want
Laura Hawes
Year 1 A/Leading
Teacher/Learning
Specialist

to play the same games, if they will still be able to
play in their favourite places, and do they remember
what to do in the classroom? Thank you for talking
with your child/ren about what to expect upon their
return. The children all seemed so keen to return to
their learning. I would also like to thank you for
understanding our new COVID-19 rules of not
entering the classroom when dropping your child off
in the morning and when collecting your child in the

afternoon. The plan is to have remote learning on
Aimee Smart
Year 2 A/Leading
Teacher/Learning
Specialist

Monday to Wednesday with all Year 1 and 2 students
onsite on Thursday and Friday of this coming week.
From Wednesday November 3 all Year 1 and 2

Curriculum Goals
The teachers will be working with students to ensure
they are reconnecting with their learning goals,

particularly in English and Mathematics. Sometimes
the children need to be reminded that the work they
were completing online during remote learning is the
work they would be completing in the classroom with
their teacher. Teaching and learning online doesn’t
allow for spontaneous conversations or check-ins
that happen in the daily classroom interaction. In the
classroom the teacher can refer to the schedule or
immediately reference an anchor chart or notes on a
whiteboard, or to the student’s goals. During the next
few weeks teachers will be reviewing key vocabulary

and thinking routines to ensure they can accelerate
all students’ learning. More details of what has been
happening in the classrooms can be seen in the
photographs and articles from our educators.

students will be attending school fulltime. Fingers

We have many exciting events and learning planned

crossed we can keep our school open by adhering to

for this term. We look forward to sharing these with

all our safety protocols. The world is a happier place

you in the next newsletter. How delightful it is seeing

when we are all onsite!

the children back in the playground and classrooms.
Be assured we are smiling behind our masks.

Bradley Smith
Year 1

Jessica Cook
Year 2

Molly Elford
Year 2

Lauren Houareau
Year 2

Professional Learning Community Leaders

Georgia Skeen
Year 2

Please stay safe and dare to be wise!

Year 1 News

Yours sincerely

What a crazy start to the term! The grade
one team are so excited to be back
onsite two days a week, though it does

Helen Welsh

mean we are all waking up a little bit

Assistant Principal - Years 1 & 2 MiniSchool

earlier to be ready for school at 8:40. We
have been making the most of our three
days online learning lots of new maths,
building our vocabulary for narrative

Reflection on a very hard year

writing and starting our fourth unit of
inquiry.

As our online, remote learning journey
comes to a close (we hope), it is a good
time to reflect on all of the things you
have achieved during this period. Remote
learning has been no easy feat for our
students, teachers or Alamanda families.
Many of us have been in lock down for
the longest time frame in the whole world,
life has not felt normal. We have been

worried

about

family,

worried

about

friends and have grieved for normalcy,
particularly in our social lives. However,
the story we want our students and
ourselves
resilience,

to

remember

one

of

is

hope.

one

of

One

of

community spirit and continued support.
Yes, the pandemic has taken its toll….on
everyone, but we will continue to come
together, focusing on all the good things
happening around us and celebrating the

resilience

of

our

community,

the

Alamanda community. Thank you to our

We have taken the opportunity while we
are at home to complete some hands on
maths tasks in the area of length.
Students have been exploring both
informal and formal measurements. We
used our body parts (such as our
handspan) to measure large items in our
house,

and

our

rulers

to

practise

measuring toys in centimeters. It was a
great challenge when we had to find
things in our house that were the exact
length as our shoelace! We have been
building our fluency in multiplication and
division through hands on tests. While at
home students have been able to use
their toys to practice equal sharing and
when we came to school we were able to
use counters to show our understanding
of division and multiplication. We are
enjoying learning new strategies to build
our speed of recall.

dedicated teachers, thank you to our

Vocabulary

amazing students and thank you to our

schoolwide focus and so, in term 4 the

building

has

been

a

supportive families.

grade ones are exploring how we can
use rich and exciting vocabulary to
improve our narrative writing. We have

Ellin Tideswell
Acting Assistant Principal - Years 1 & 2
Mini-School

been

building

our

word

knowledge

through sensory adjectives, character
profiles and setting descriptions. This
has also given us the opportunity to
explore synonyms for some less exciting
words (such as hot, cold, happy and
sad). Our teachers introduced us to a
nostalgic character some of us hadn’t
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seen before - Barney, students and

building large murals that show the living

continues shining so we can do some

teacher had fun being creative and writing

and nonliving elements of our preferred

classwork outside.

a character profile for the big friendly

habitat and some interesting facts we

purple dinosaur.

have learnt. We cannot wait to show you

Our central idea is “Over time living things

our hard work.

Now that we have returned to school We
are promoting balanced lifestyles by
exercising regularly to counteract our

adapt to their unique environments”,

Thursday and Friday this week was an

sedentary time during the remote learning

during online learning students had the

astonishing achievement for us! We are

period. Thursday and Friday we were

chance to get creative and make their

all so glad to be back in our classrooms

able to get lots of exercise around the

own

habitats.

made

socialising with our friends and building

local Alamanda oval. Some classrooms

oceans,

new friendships with students that have

have been working towards developing

rainforests, arctic habitats and grasslands.

joined our classes from 1E and other

their fitness using hula hoops and chalk to

We

schools over the remote learning period.

invent fun new games and learn some

sections considering the ground, sky,

Classes

classics from their teachers.

plants and animals in order to make a

playdough, board games and making art

cohesive presentation that showed our

pieces with one another during our return

understanding of the habitat. We are now

to school. Some classes took advantage

exploring one habitat which we voted on

of the warm weather and decided to

as

picnic outside, we enjoyed using our new

drawings

explored

a

Many

and

class

children

dioramas
each

in

of

habitat

more

in

detail.

small

Some

classrooms are currently in the process of

outdoor
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enjoyed

mats.

playing

Hopefully

with

the

lego,

sun

We look forward to having all our students
back into the classroom next Thursday
and Friday - Don’t forget your hats!

Cassey Robinson
Year 1 Educator on behalf of Year 1
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Year 2 News
The time has finally arrived that we have
begun the transition from remote learning
back to onsite school. Both teachers and
students have been so happy to be

encouraged to bring their own for

and use the technology available to them.

personal use. We are looking forward to

When inquiring into the present day,

having all the students back at school

technology scavenger hunts around the

and all the exciting things teachers have

homes have allowed students to find a

planned for our final term!

variety of technologies that they use
every day. They have been considering

returning to onsite learning. Students

Year Two students have continued to

have

their

explore our fifth Unit of Inquiry. The

classrooms, teachers, and friends in the

transdisciplinary theme is ‘How the

school environment. While readjusting to

World Works’ and the Central Idea is

onsite school, the focus has been on re-

‘Understanding

establishing routines and expectations

changed everyday life, assists us to

with students. Students are enjoying

change in the future.’ When exploring

working collaboratively in groups with

different

their peers, sharing their ideas and

students conducted interviews with their

practising skills such as turn taking and

grandparents

active listening. Students have enjoyed

technologies

participating in fun activities outside with

childhoods,

their class and going on daily walks for

technologies students use today. The

Strategies

exercise and fresh air. As it is Term 4,

ABC TV series ‘Back In Time For Dinner’

Students are building their understanding

students are reminded to bring their hats

gave

that

to school every day. Sunscreen, hand

understand

and

comprehension strategy in isolation but

sanitizer and masks are available in

challenges of life in the 1950s and gave

while reading you use and think about

classrooms,

them insight into how people used to live

many strategies to assist you to problem

enjoyed

reuniting

however

with

students

are

how

technology
and

from

they

used

the

an

has

the

parents

comparing

students
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technology

past,
about

the positive and negative impacts that
these have on their everyday lives.

Students

have

enjoyed

choosing

a

technology that they were most interested
in and researching information about it.
They then created their own videos,
dioramas, and posters. We look forward
to

undertaking

more

research

into

different types of technologies.

in

their

In the area of Reading, students have

them

with

been

opportunity

opportunities

to

focusing

you

on

throughout

don’t

Comprehension
the

just

Semester.

use

one

solve and think within, beyond and about
the

text.

During

Webex

Sessions,

students have been participating in ‘read
alouds’ with their teachers of both fiction
and non-fiction texts to allow students to
extend their understanding of a text
through oral language. This includes
having open discussions about character

traits, inferring key ideas, vocabulary /
subject specific vocabulary and purpose
and themes of different texts. Students
have been participating in guided reading
groups which allows them to work on their
individual goal. It also allows students to
work with their teacher on a more
challenging text and allows the teacher to
support their thinking and discussion
about a text.
Throughout the year students have been

focusing on thinking strategies to assist
them to be able to comprehend:
‘Thinking

within

the

text’

-

Literal

understanding
‘Thinking beyond the text’ - predicting,
making connections, inferring
‘Thinking about the text’ - analysing or
critiquing the text
Through

conversation

students

are

beginning to articulate their thinking and

understanding

of

the

different

comprehension strategies they use when
reading.
In the area of Writing, students have been
working on developing their writing skills
by creating persuasive texts. They have
been participating in the writing process,
where through class discussions, opinions
and personal experiences are shared with
one another. They have been sharing
their own opinions about our Unit of
Inquiry and the positives and negatives of
technology

in

everyday

life.

These

discussions allowed them to create their
own persuasive writing plan and work
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towards using a variety of persuasive

eat way too many snacks. You will be so

such

language techniques to express their own

annoyed when he gets sick!’ - Kahaan

compasses to interpret them. They have

opinions and viewpoints. They have also

2F

begun to explore chance and probability

used persuasive language techniques to
write a text innovation based on the text
‘Don’t Let the Pigeon Drive the Bus!
‘Students have shown their ability to use a
range of techniques such as emotive

language,

hyperbole

and

rhetorical

questions.

‘Mobile phones should be allowed in
classrooms so then I can use my phone
to call my parents. I can do this if I
accidentally miss the bus or forget my
lunch. How would you feel if you forgot

your lunch?’ - Aashna 2F

as

coordinates,

legends,

and

by placing events on a probability line and
will

continue

to

develop

this

understanding further once back on site.
On Webex sessions, students have been
consolidating their understanding of place

value and times tables by participating in
a range of games to help build fluency.

In the area of Numeracy, students have

Students have begun exploring capacity

been exploring the connection between

and measuring the capacity of items using

multiplication and division. They have

informal and formal units. They then

been using a variety of strategies to

participated in a fun cooking activity

‘I believe that mobile phones should not

represent their multiplication and division

where they made delicious chocolate

be allowed at school because you could

problems

such

balls

get distracted, it can be stolen or broken,

repeated

addition

and your eyesight will become worse.

groups of and arrays. Students have

How would you feel if you couldn’t learn

explored location and mapping. They

anything at school?’ - Krithvik 2F

created maps of their houses and wrote

I believe that e-books are better than
printed books. We can learn how to turn
technology into education.’ - Haran 2F

‘Don’t let the pigeon stay up late! He will

as

skip
and

counting,
subtraction,

and

practised

measuring

weighing different ingredients.

Aimee Smart

directions from one point to another.

Year 2 Acting Learning Specialist

Students used the features of maps,

on behalf of Year 2
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Years 3 & 4
Thank you
As we welcome the children back to school, I would like to say a whole-hearted thank you to every family for
their efforts over this remote learning period. Thank you for being there for the children, for supporting the
work of the teachers, and for making sure that we all made the best of this very tough situation.
Hannah Newton
Assistant Principal

Thanks also to the teachers for their dedication, creativity, patience and persistence. They have worked so
hard in unnatural circumstances to make sure that the children had the best opportunities for learning and
engagement.
And with that, we say goodbye, so long, farewell and good riddance to remote learning, and wait with bated
breath for your children to return!

Grade 3/4 are finally back this week and we have lots of wonderful

opportunities in store for them, supporting each child to reconnect with their class, friends and their learning.
Lauren Fleetwood
3/4 Support/Intervention

Welcome Back

Teegan Brown
Year 3 A/Leading
Teacher/Learning
Specialist

Marita Lofthouse
Year 4 A/Leading
Teacher/Learning
Specialist

Alanna Askew
Year 3

Megan Dalakouras
Year 3

Lauren McDonald
Year 3

Kate Crimmins
Year 4

Professional Learning Community Leaders

Jade Farrar
Year 4

Ashleigh Krajnc
Year 4

The teachers have planned for a renewed focus on collaboration
and cooperation, allowing students to spend time reviving
potentially lost social skills. With this in mind we will resume our
‘Walk and Talk’ sessions through the local neighbourhood. A
chance for children to chat, discuss, ponder and laugh, while
getting their steps up! Please make sure you have completed
the local excursion walking form on the Parent Communication

New Units of Inquiry
Grade 3 students had various interests related to change over
time from the past, present and to the future. They wondered
about inventions, medical advancements, the evolution of
languages

and

communication,

as

well

as

civilisations

throughout history.

Page, and please send your child to school with a hat and water
bottle. Sunscreen is also recommended.

Central Idea: Human societies continuously develop and change

We will also support the students to engage in fun and social

over time.

games, including down ball and elastics. These will be promoted

Lines of Inquiry:

at the classroom level, with a knockout competition being
planned for the week after we return.

-

and societies

Each classroom will have doors and windows open for
ventilation, in both hot and cool weather, so please ensure your

-

Teachers will be encouraged to host some classes outside
where reasonably possible. We have lovely new picnic mats for

all classes, which will be used for lessons and lunches.

How humans continuously learn from and build on
knowledge and history

child is dressed for the weather forecast. I’d recommend layers
to ensure they can dress themselves comfortably in class.

The achievements and advancements of human civilisations

-

Change and continuity from the past to the present

Key Learning Areas: History, Critical and Creative Thinking,
English, Maths

Students will
understand
that…
Life has
changed from the
past
Change and continuity are evident in today’s
society

Students will
know…

Students will be
able to…

Significant individuals, events and
groups from the
past and their
impact

Sequence events in
chronological order
with a sense of concurrent events

End and longevity
of different cultures/societies

History/events
can be viewed
from multiple
perspectives

Describe the perspectives of people
from the past
Identify historical
sources (written,
visual, physical, oral)
and their purpose

All grade 3-6 students will now wear masks indoors. We will

Grade 4 students will connect their interest in the human body to

provide children’s masks in each classroom, however please feel

their current context coming out of lockdown.

free to pack your own masks where possible. Children will be

They will be

encouraged to consider the changes that have and continue

reminded to pop their masks on, and teachers are prepared to

happen to their bodies, and changes they can make to ensure

support the children who may feel uncomfortable. Please talk to

optimal health and wellbeing.

your classroom teacher if you have concerns. Primary children
are not required to wear masks outdoors.
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Central Idea: The decisions we make may impact our health and
wellbeing

Multiplication Master Band

Lines of Inquiry:

Congratulations to all our wonderful students who achieved their

-

The interrelationship of the human body systems

Master Band for Multiplication. What a fabulous achievement,

-

The significance of social connectedness

showing

-

The importance of emotional health and wellbeing

mathematics, and holds children in a good position for tackling

persistence

and

perseverance.

Knowing

your

multiplication facts is a wonderful skill to develop fluency in

Key Learning Areas: Health and PE, Personal and Social

more complex maths problems in future.

Capability, Speaking and Listening

Students will
understand
that…

• A balanced

lifestyle is
necessary for
optimal health

• They are

responsible for
the choices they
make

• Sleep, nutrition,

exercise,
relaxation and
social
connections can
improve your
quality of life

• Human-beings
need social
connections to
thrive

Students will
know…

Students will be
able to…

• There are

• Make

different areas
of health
(physical,
mental,
emotional,
social)

• The

recommended
requirements for
healthy living

• The different

chemicals and
reactions that
take place in the
body after a
stimulus

• How to build and
maintain positive
relationships

• Emotions have

• That different

• Self-awareness

• Strategies to

an impact on
how we behave
in our lives
leads to action

emotions feel
different in their
body
regulate their
emotions

responsible,
informed
choices about
their own health
that are within
their control

• Reflect on their
own pillars of
health

• Cooperate

respectfully with
others by
showing
empathy,
communicating
honestly and
negotiating to
make fair
decisions.

• Identify their

own emotions
with increasing
depth and
knowledge

Saisha Mehta 4N

Leonard Wahyudi 3O

Haider Zaidi 4N

Lucas Xie 3F

Aarnav Raichur 4J

Bhuvi Handiyekar 4H

Yining Shao 4J

Parth Sachdeva 4H

Carlos Jiang 3E

Hamna Rizwan 3J

Nakul Kulkairni 3A

Ali Obaid 3G

Arjun Patel 4F

Riya Prabhakaran 3G

Karthick Sakhamuri 4C

Siddarth Kiran 3H

Bhrithi Khatri 3G

Ira Yarramreddy 3H

Manar Sharma 4F

Akshara Manikandan 3C

Zihan Jin 3B

Samyukt Vinodhkumar 3D

Inoday Gupta 3C

Owen Taylor Chan 4B

Pari Jena 3B

Navay Khanna 3D

Aiden Pereira 30

Samar Dhillon 4B

Monika Dondeti 3O

Aadhan Sindhuju Babuchandher 3C

Noah weng 3N

Sahaj Batra 3D

• Take actions to

influence how
they are feeling.

Hannah Newton
Assistant Principal - Years 3 & 4
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Years 5 & 6
action, whether it be whole class, small group

Dear
Parents
Carers

and

workshops or individual tuition. I am amazed by the
enthusiasm

and

adaptability

displayed

by

our

students throughout the day. Once again, I would like
to reiterate the gratitude we have of the strong

Carmen Sacco
Assistant Principal

partnership we have built with our families, working
together to make online learning a success. This is
certainly not an easy feat and can be extremely

exhausting!

Erik Stewart
Year 5
A/Leading Teacher/
Learning Specialist

I would like to extend a warm welcome back to all of

Lockdown has been a trialling time for many students

our returning students, and a warm welcome to our

and their families. In Year 5 and 6, students have

new students and their families who have recently

been determined to keep a positive mindset and

joined the Alamanda School Community. I would like

attitude towards their learning. Teachers have been

to wish you all the very best as you begin your

working hard to keep learning engaging and fun

learning journey at Alamanda College.

through a range of activities and daily challenges.
Teachers

have

been

providing

rich

learning

experiences utilising a variety of platforms and

Home and school learning

educational links.

Welcome to Week 4 Term 4 and what a journey we
have had!

Virtual Experiences

I would like acknowledge our teachers, students,
families and carers who have been our biggest
supporters throughout our online learning journey in
Victoria Lang
Year 6
A/Leading Teacher/
Learning Specialist

Term 3 and now Term 4 by making this experience
so successful. We are fortunate to have a valuable

Wow! What a journey the students in years 5 and 6
have had learning from home! The teachers provided
them with experiences that enabled them to journey
virtually beyond their four walls.

system in Schoolbox and Webex to support our

Classes excitedly visited the National Gallery of

students’ learning. Your child will have experienced

Australia, learnt to draw with Shaun Tan, participated

1:1 learning experience via Webex or video tutorials

in Parliamentary sessions. And there was more:

prepared by their teachers as well as experiences to

photography, art competitions, Alamanda’s got talent,

practise their skills.

multiplication

It has been pleasing to see the students in years Five
and Six return to remote learning with enthusiasm
and pride demonstrating focus and effort. They have

Band

competition,

Tinker

cad

workshops, F1 run by the secondary students. What
a jam-packed program, I’m sure they enjoyed every
bit of it!

wasted no time in demonstrating their independence

The students were also able to attend school to pick

and commitment to their learning. Whilst I have been

up book packs, a craft box, chalk, a down ball or

working onsite, I remain to be in daily contact with all

playing cards. How exciting to be able to receive a

year five and six teachers and students, visiting their

gift or two or even three!

Virtual classroom and witnessing online learning in

How lucky were you!

Mel Fletcher
Year 5

Luke Muller
Year 5

Breannan Beattie
Year 6
Professional Learning Community Leaders

Kate Francis
Year 6

Jess McArdle
Year 6

We’re back!

5J

We are excited to be returning to school full time!
Students in year 5 and 6 were fortunate to have returned to
school on Friday 22nd of October and will be returning again this
Thursday and Friday, 28th and 29th of October.
Monday the 1st of November will see all students returning to
school. It was wonderful and exciting to have welcomed the
children back to school and see all the smiling faces as they

arrived Friday morning. Some students entered their classroom
for the first time, and others were exuberant with excitement to
see their teachers and peers again

and some a little

6C and 6D

apprehensive.

Excited to be back!
5A

5G
6F
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6I and 6J

Incursions

The key objectives of the lesson was to:

Expect the Unexpected drawing with Shaun Tan

•

Utilise

the

ideas,

materials,

techniques and processes in artworks
as inspiration to create own artworks

•

Use

techniques

to

extend

and

generate imaginative ideas

•

Analyse how authors and illustrators
develop the elements of story writing,

6E

including characters, narrative and
setting.

•
Students in years 5/6 were given the

and storyline that explores students’

opportunity to join Academy award-

own experience and imagination.

winning artist, writer and filmmaker
Shaun Tan for an exclusive virtual
workshop and be inspired by the ideas
and techniques in his work. They had
the opportunity to learn how authors and
illustrators combine words with pictures
to develop a storyline and convey
character and setting. Then with Tan’s

Welcome
to
our
new
feathered Alamanda family!
While our students were learning from

expert guidance, invent and draw a
unique creature to feature in a story of
their own.

home, a new family has taken up

Shaun

residence under the veranda of the two

audiences with his thought provoking

storey Year Five building.

stories and beautiful illustrations over

It was once a peaceful haven.

Create a character as part of a setting

Tan

has

been

delighting

many years in books such as The Lost
Thing,

The

Arrival,

Rules

of

The birds are now ready to leave their

Summer and Eric. Taking inspiration

nest and venture far and wide!

from a wide variety of sources, his work
considers topics such as belonging, our
relationship to nature and the magical
power of imagination.
Shaun is the recipient of an Academy
Award (for the short animated film The
Lost

Thing)

the

prestigious

Astrid

Lindgren Memorial Award in Sweden
and the Kate Greenaway Medal in the
UK.
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Student creations

5/6 Minischool Learning
Reflections from Year 5

These wonderings play an important role
in the development of students’ interests
and sets the direction they wish to take

In Year 5 we have been working on a Unit

for the Unit of Inquiry. The Central Idea,

of Inquiry about ‘Systems’. Students

‘Systems are an important component of

showed an eagerness to share their

living

thoughts and wonderings about what

students to create their own Lines of

systems are. Some examples from 5H

Inquiry, giving them the opportunity to

include:

investigate into a system of their choice.

‘A system is a group of related things that

an

efficient

*Solar System

‘Systems can be everywhere; some might

*Government System

be made by people, and some might be

*Ecosystem System

natural.’ (Yakshaa)

*Computer System

‘A system is an assembly of objects or

*Weather System

that a balance is achieved.’ (Daniel)
‘Systems are different parts that work

together to make things work. Some are

*Zodiac/Birthday System
*Justice System
*Abstract System

natural or engineered. Examples include,

*Sporting System

the solar system, school system and

*Clothing System

family system.’ (Anay)

encourages

Some examples in 5H include:

work together as a whole.’ (Ayaan)

laws that affect each other in such a way

life’

5H students have been taking part in
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daily lockdown challenges. I am super
proud of the dedication and commitment
students have shown to keep this
segment alive. Some of the challenges
involved students participating in a
general knowledge quiz, creating their
name, creating a workout, my pet, my
special hat, name workout and creating a
dance or rap. It is wonderful to see
students using their creativity and
imagination when completing these
challenges. Enjoy some of the photos of
students’ creations!
I want to commend all students in Year 5
for their commitment during this extremely
hard time! The kindness and support
students have shown towards their
classmates and teachers has not gone
unnoticed. As we begin a new term I hope
all students and families have had a safe
and restful break.

Ashlea Henderson
Year 5 Teacher

Today’s competition involved students sharing a special hat that represents a significant moment in their lives. There
were many giggles and great stories shared.

Aarav sharing his special cricket hat

This competition involved students creating a self portrait
This competition required students to use their

using natural products. The following students have

imagination when creating their name.

shared their beautiful photos, Tanya, Michaella and Neer.
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Reflections from Year 6

Year 5 Unit of Inquiry

It was nice to welcome back the year 6

Year 5 are in the process of beginning

team to Term Four. Unfortunately, it’s not

a new Unit of Inquiry.

the way we would like to have started the
last term of 2020 however, the students
have come back with a positive attitude

Transdisciplinary Theme: Sharing the
Planet
An

and a smile.

During the holidays, students worked on a
range of cards games in relation to maths
as well as having some fun practicing
magic tricks. The students were excited to
come back and show off their new skills

inquiry

into

the

rights

and

responsibilities in the struggle to share

finite resources with other people and
with other living things; communities and
the relationships within and between
them; access to equal opportunities;

and to tell us about what they have learnt.
On Thursday, students had the privilege

Our Central Idea:

of joining Academy award-winning artist,

Understanding

conflict,

writer, and filmmaker Shaun Tan for an

outcomes affects human life.

and

its

exclusive virtual workshop where they
were

inspired

by

his

ideas

and

techniques. Student were able to work

Lines of Inquiry-

•

Mental health

creatures using the skills and technique

•

Diseases

that he had explained earlier in the

•

People learn in different and unique
ways (Brain Function)

•

D.N.A. - Genetics, blood types, cells

alongside Shaun in creating their own

session.
Last

term

following

into

term

four,

students in year 6 have been working had
towards their Exhibition presentations.
Students have been working in group

Key Concepts

•

PERSPECTIVE

presentation around an idea/situation in

•

CHANGE

relation to our transdisciplinary theme,

•

RESPONSIBILITY

within

their

timetables

to

create

a

‘Where we are in Place and Time’. With
finger crossed, we hope to be able to
present to classes around the school and

Related Concepts

parents when students are back on site.

•

Conflict

All groups are excited to present their

•

Peace

term long inquiry project.

•

Resources

•

Perspective

•

Opinion

•

Perception

•

Communication

•

Equality

•

Rights

The

year

6

students

have

had

a

wonderful start to the term and are
looking forward to returning to onsite
learning as soon as possible.
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•

History

an in-depth, collaborative inquiry, known

the PYP, and sharing them with the whole

•

Survival

as the PYP Exhibition.

school community. It is an opportunity for

•

Interpretation

•

Rules

PYP Exhibition

•

System

The

Learner Profile

students to exhibit the attributes of the

Year 6

learner profile that have been developing
throughout their engagement with the

students are currently

PYP.

involved in an in-depth, collaborative

The PYP exhibition has a number of key

inquiry, known as the PYP Exhibition.

purposes including the following:

The students are well and truly on their

•

•

Thinker

•

Communicators

•

Principled

remotely,

•

Caring

working in their exhibition groups.

•

Reflective

This

way to planning their exhibition unit of
inquiry. Even though we are working
the

year,

opportunity

students

students
to

are

will

eagerly

have

explore

For students to engage in an indepth, collaborative inquiry

•

To

provide

students

opportunity

to

with

an

demonstrate

independence and responsibility for
the
the

Transdisciplinary Theme of ‘Where We

Year 5 Incursion Experience

Are in Place and Time’.

Eureka Stockade

An inquiry into our orientation in place

their own learning

•

To

provide

opportunity

students
to

explore

with

an

multiple

perspectives

and time:

•

For students to synthesize and apply
their learning of previous years, and

•

personal histories

to reflect on their journey through the

•

homes and journeys

PYP

•

the discoveries, explorations and

•

assessing student understanding

migrations of humankind

•

the relationships between and the
interconnectedness

of

To provide an authentic process for

•

take action as a result of their

individuals

learning

and civilizations, from local and
global perspectives

To demonstrate how students can

•

To unite the students, teachers,
parents and other members of the

The students of year 5 will be exploring a

school community in a collaborative

new Unit of Inquiry. To provoke interest,

Exhibition Presentations:

experience that incorporates the key

students will be given the opportunity to

It has been absolutely amazing watching

elements of the PYP

join a virtual session on the Eureka

the students be so motivated to learn so

Stockade, an exclusive virtual workshop
to inspire ideas and interest.

Term 4 has begun with Year 6 students
embracing their final semester of primary
school with enthusiasm and persistence.
During Term 3, Year 6 students at
Alamanda College have been involved in

To celebrate the transition of learners
from primary to middle/secondary

great rigor and motivation.

education

The Year 6 team are planning towards

Year 6 Exhibition

•

freely about their specific topics with

presenting their Exhibition Unit of Inquiry
to the school community in digital form in
week 3 of Term 4. More details will be

shared when we return.
The exhibition represents a significant
event in the life of a PYP school and
student, synthesising the key elements of
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Hat Day—5I

Year 6 Unit of Inquiry
Year 6 are in the process of beginning a
new Unit of Inquiry.

Parliament House- Canberr

Students in year 6 will begin their next
unit of Inquiry focusing on the study of
Government/

Parliament.

To

provoke

curiosity and enthusiasm, the students
were given the opportunity to participate
in a session run by the Parliamentary

Education Office (PEO discussing:
*Australia’s parliamentary Democracy
*Voting
*Electorates
These sessions were engaging and most
informative. A great way to start their
learning journey on Government systems.
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Incorporating Art into a maths lesson—Bubble
Art

Partners in education

Carmen Sacco
Assistant Principal—Years 5 & 6
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Maths at Home

Ye
Dear Parents and Guardians

Sherlock Holmes

I hope you’re all doing well and have enjoyed the last

We are very excited to announce that once all

couple of days of freedom!

students return on-site, our Sherlock cast and crew

It was so wonderful seeing our Year 7 students back
Stephanie Ficarra
A/Assistant Principal

on Friday. The teachers and students looked equally
as eager to be back in their classroom spaces,
teaching and learning and socialising with one

another. I’m sure our year 7 students enjoyed seeing
their friends again, and while there are obviously
safety measures in place, our students still benefited
greatly from being back in the presence of their
educators and peers.
Felicity Mayes
A/Assistant Principal
Year 7

We look forward to welcoming back our year 8 and 9
students this coming week. This will be the last week
of virtual learning as it was just announced that as of
next week, all students will return to school full time.
Monday the 1st is a Curriculum Day and Tuesday the
2nd is Melbourne Cup, so we look forward to seeing

all our students on-site together on Wednesday 3rd
November, after a well-rested long weekend.
James Blay
A/Assistant Principal
Year 8

We have a range of activities to look forward to in
the coming weeks. Our current year 7 and 8
students will be making their elective choices for
2022. This is always a great way to get our students
excited for the year ahead. We are also making the
most of our outdoor spaces, by going for walks and
taking our classes outside to enjoy their school

Melanie Russell
A/Assistant Principal
Year 9

Jeff Dent
A/Assistant Principal
Specialists

Michael Hick
A/Assistant Principal
Electives

community again!

will be practising again to then be filmed by a film
crew! As we cannot guarantee that we can have an
audience, we have decided to hire our resident film
crew to film the show so our parents can view this at
home! The cast and crew will be filming over two
days,

Tuesday

16th

and

Wednesday

17th

of

November! The students were told last week and
were all very excited that they were going to be film
stars! A huge thank you to everyone involved. Your
ability to pivot in these uncertain times is admirable.
We can’t wait to watch it!

Year
9
Challenge

Poetry

Writing

In English this term, the Year 9 students
have been exploring poetry as a text type.
To encourage our budding poets, we have
been running a weekly Poetry Writing

Contrast by Ruthvik Rudraraju

Rain by Pipper Allen:

Colourful colours coat our body

the rain,

We come together dancing

where to begin,

We speak the sounds of ours past
We blurt rhythms, ranting

millions of dense dancing droplets
of water fill the world with its

Challenge, with a new theme each week

whispers,

and a winning poem announced and

shared.

We wear the fabric with pride

Well done to each student who has

We celebrate ideologies

submitted a poem for their peers to read

We learn from these role makers

nature,

We question our biologies

it doesn't matter how or when the

each week!
It has a been a wonderful way to keep

a beautifully disorganised cry of

fall occurs,

creativity flowing during lockdown and to
celebrate excellent work in our cohort.

rain,

Some of us eat foods of spice

it always seems to be perfect,

Some of us live in places of winters
Our winners so far have been:

Some of us sacrifice

rain,

•

Some of us get food as hunters

I admire the rain

Week 1 theme: Cultural Identity.
Winning poem - Contrast by Ruthvik

because rain

Rararaju in 9G

•

Week 2 theme: Admiration. Winning
poem - Rain by Pipper Allen in 9D

•

Week 3 theme: Colours. Winning

Colours,

food,

movements,

thoughts, song
We all recognise places to belong

poem written by Neha Gogularaman
in 9C

Are just millions of liquid diamonds
falling from clouds that have simply
held too much...

We look forward to continuing to explore
poetry together in the classroom upon
return this week, with many dialogic and
collaborative sessions planned.
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Year 8 Textiles
Year 8 Textiles students collected their embroidery kit in the first week of term 4. During the first few weeks, they have been learning
some basic and some more challenging embroidery stitches. They are currently designing and creating their own embroidery works
utilising their knowledge of design, and combining their new embroidery skills. Well done Year 8 students!
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An Insight into Race Week

To conclude, I’d like to recognise

the students that have submitted their

everyone who has submitted their

work to schoolbox and, I know there

work - I’m completely blown away by

will be just one winner, but I’d like to

the level of creativity and innovation

say that I was blown away by the

Running Race Week was like nothing

in every entry. It's been amazing to

amount of skill in each of the amazing

I’ve ever done before. Despite the

see your creations; you have all

pieces of work.

many factors, it has proved to be an

produced work finer than I ever could

extremely

experience,

have expected. Your enthusiasm and

both for me, the team, and the

effort have made the long hours

students that we met (I hope!).

dedicated to planning and execution

As a team, we started with the

worth it.

objective

Once

Vanalika

memorable

of

introducing

younger

Finally, I would like to specially thank
both Ms Hubert and Ms Newton for
their

endless

support

and

commitment to bringing this event
forward, without your guidance, we

thank

would not have been able to succeed

children in our school to the STEAM

everyone for providing me with an

again,

I’d

like

to

in this event. As the conductor for

subjects, as well as to spark an

opportunity to be part of a beautiful

Create Your Own Vehicle, I would like

enthusiasm for F1 in Schools. While I

experience to look back on. You are

to congratulate everyone for their

would like to think we’ve succeeded in

all extremely talented individuals,

amazing usage of aerodynamics and

doing so, there was so much more to

and I hope to see you around!

other concepts.

it than just that. Race Week, to me,
was

about

connecting

with

Thank you, year, 3 and 4’s and our

the

students; about unlocking a potential

they may not have known about
before; about providing the students
with an opportunity to have some fun
amidst these tough and stressful
times.

mentors, Ms Hubert and Ms Newton,

Richa

for the support and guidance in

Race Week has been an amazing

conducting the biggest student-led

experience and it is one that I’ll

event in Alamanda College’s History!!

never forget. Even though we were
in a remote setting, this was an
enjoyable experience for both the

Riya

These circumstances are ones of

Race Week Team and all the

Race Week has been a significant

uncertainty, and not knowing can

students (and teachers) that have

event; one which I would truly enjoy

often be the hardest thing of all.

participated.

doing again.

Online learning has,

undoubtedly,

been extremely difficult for many of
us, and we’ve had to show resilience

throughout. Even so, we had an
absolutely spectacular turnout, and I
would like to thank each and every
student who logged on and gave it
their

all

(and

their

parents

for

providing assistance where needed!).
I would also like to acknowledge and
thank the teachers for their flexibility
during our sessions together. Finally, I
would like to send my special thanks

To begin with, we had an objective in

We collaborated as three teams:

mind:

younger

Aureus, Auxillium and Volantix to

children in activities that stimulate

engage younger students from Years

their

STEAM

3-4 into STEAM, promoting F1 in

subjects and to get them engaged in

schools by giving them a small

the F1 in Schools program. After

insight.

to

engage

the

understanding

of

weeks of planning, creating and
working out the schoolbox page,
slideshows etc, we were able to
successfully run this event that
succeeded

in

meeting

our

objectives.

to Ms Hubert and Ms Newton, for their

ceaseless commitment and support in

circumstances, I’m sure the year 3’s

arranging everything. Without you all,

and 4’s enjoyed a break from the

this

recurring online learning routine.

possible!

wouldn’t

have

been

these

difficult

And, so, I’d like to thank every one of
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a Logo, I was surprised to see how
creatively they approached the task.
They

listened

attentively,

and

understood the different logo types,
and were able to design a logo which

Through

event

As the activity conductor for Design

was equally high in standard as a

real F1 Graphic Designer!
Both the Year 3s and 4s took on the
activities

with

great

enthusiasm,

creativity and logical thinking. It was

great to see how enthusiastic they

were

were during each session –even

throughout the whole ordeal.

teachers joined in the fun!

We

inspired

looked

at

and

it

committed

from

never be forgotten, certainly in my
their

I think we may need to start F1 in the

perspective, and saw that remote

primary sector!

learning was a big challenge for

Thank You Ms Newton and Ms
Hubert to guide us through to Race
Week. And Year 3s and 4s for

making this a huge success!

Ryan

them… That's why we organised
Race Week in a way that was
engaging for them, but at the same
time gave them a break from the

forget, they learned new techniques,
met new people, and most of all

and say “Yes I was the Race Week
Guy.”

figuring out logistics… We have

Ms Newton for helping us organise

never

Race Week guy!?” I smile warmly

minds.

ever have.

will

Race Week asking, “Were you the

planning, overcoming problems, and

our mentors and a special thanks to

they

3 or 4 student who participated in

Even though it took months of

memorable experiences I think I'll

that

house, I get approached by a grade

and stimulated their rapidly growing

We received immense support from

experience

case… Every Time I leave the

repetitiveness of online learning,

Race week was one of the most

I feel like we gave the students an

As I said before, this experience will

this event! It was such a huge

done it; we have successfully hosted
one of the biggest fully student led
events

in

Alamanda

College

history!

success and we thank every single

Once again thank You so much

student who was engaged and

Grade 3’s and 4’s, we hope you

submitted their vehicles, logos and

enjoyed!

bridges!
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Alamanda’s Got Talent

The University of Melbourne’s
Summer Program 2022

muk@alamandacollege.vic.edu.au

by

Friday the 5th November.

The Summer Program is a free program
for students going into year 9 or 10 in
2022. It provides students with an

Announcements

opportunity to broaden their outlook and

A huge Congratulations to James Parish

interests and encourages their academic

and his partner, on the arrival of their

learning

beautiful baby boy, Marlo. We can’t wait

and

personal

development.

Classes will be on a variety of topics and

to meet him!

subjects.

A huge welcome back to Kirsten Sullivan,

Student

experiences

in

previous Summer Programs have all
been extremely positive.

who is returning from maternity and will
be with us on Thursdays. Kirsten has

A team of teaching and program staff

been working virtually since last term

from the MGSE deliver the Summer

helping

Program.

timetabling and staffing for 2022. We are

Teaching

is

delivered

by

the

Alamanda

team

with

The House team would like to sincerely

students in the MGSE’s Master of

so excited to be welcoming Kirsten back!

congratulate all students who entered

Teaching

Alamanda's

The

program. Each class will be supervised

We look forward to seeing all our students

standard of entries was phenomenal and

or instructed by a qualified teaching

we cannot wait to share who the finalist

professional who has a current Working

Please take care, stay safe, and reach

acts are!

with Children Check (WWCC). The four-

out if you need anything.

Students who submitted an entry are to

day program will be held from Monday

Got

Talent,

2021!

keep a look out on their emails, as they

(Secondary)

Internship

10th January to Thursday 13th January

will be hearing from the House Leaders

2022, 9:30am-2:30pm. Due to the impact

soon!

of

COVID-19,

the

2022

are interested your child partaking in the
of

program

then

Address—86-100 Alamanda Blvd (PO Box 6606) Point Cook Vic 3030
Telephone—(03) 8376 5200
Email—alamanda.k9@education.vic.gov.au

Melbourne
please

Kind regards

Summer

Program will be delivered online. If you
University

over the coming week.

Summer
email

Stephanie Ficarra
Acting Assistant Principal—Senior School
on behalf of the Acting Assistant
Principals and the 7-9 Mini School

Address—86-100 Alamanda Blvd (PO Box 6606) Point Cook Vic 3030
Telephone—(03) 8376 5200
Email—alamanda.k9@education.vic.gov.au

